Markovian properties of a discrete random multiplicative cascade model of log-normal type are discussed. After taking small-scale resummation and observational breaking of the ultrametric hierarchy into account, qualitative agreement with Kramers-Moyal coefficients, recently deduced from a fully developed turbulent flow, is achieved. q 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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The Markovian metamorphosis of a simple turbulent cascade model
Phenomenological modelling of the energy cascade in fully developed turbulence has a long tradiw x tion 1,2 . As representatives of the multifractal approach random multiplicative branching processes w x 3-6 mimic the redistribution of energy flux from the large, integral length scale L down to the small, dissipative scale h and focus on the scaling aspect of the surrogate energy dissipation field, extracted from measured velocity time series. In a particular simple model version, which is only one-dimensional and binary discrete, a domain of length r s Lr2 j is split E-mail address: greiner@mpipks-dresden.mpg.de Ž . M. Greiner . non-uniformly redistributed by assigning a leftrright multiplicative weight q to the leftrright subdo-
The multiplicative weights are drawn from a scaleindependent symmetric probabilistic splitting func-Ž . ² : ² :
and are completely uncorrelated to multiplicative weights from all other branchings differing in scale and position. At an intermediate length scale h F r j F L, corresponding to j cascade steps, the local bare Ž . field density´r sPPP q is a product of j j 1 2 j Ž . independent multiplicative weights, where´r s 1 0 has been chosen for simplicity. Upon taking the logarithm, the product turns into a summation over independent and identically distributed random variables: In several ways this thinking seemingly contradicts the results deduced from a large-Reynolds w x number helium jet experiment 9,10 : from the coarse-grained one-dimensional surrogate energy dissipation field 
This outcome suggests that the energy cascade in fully developed turbulence can be described by a scale-continuous Markovian Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process, which differs from the discrete random multiplicative branching picture in two ways: scale-continuous evolution with a linear drift and constant diffusion term as opposed to a scale-discrete evolution with a zero drift and constant diffusion term. -However, the comparison between these two, apparently contradicting pictures is not well taken and is not as straightforward as anticipated. So far it has been like comparing a caterpillar with a butterfly. Now, we will initiate the metamorphosis in two steps.
Step one has to do with the distinction between a w x bare and a dressed field 11 . Since fully developed turbulence is a three-dimensional process, the redistribution of energy flux from larger to smaller scales should be conserved in three dimensions, as long as the dissipative scale h is not reached. Of course this does not hold once the process is looked at in only one dimension, which is done in one-point time-series measurements of one component of the velocity field and from which the one-dimensional surrogate energy dissipation field is extracted. For the simple binary discrete random multiplicative branching process this implies that the splitting function
Ž . where p q should be a positively skewed distribution limited to the support 0 F q F q with q f max max 3 w x 2 12 . In this respect, the log-normal distribution Ž . is equal to one only on average. As the experimental Ž . analysis 4 corresponds to the dressed field, we also need to employ the dressed field for the random multiplicative branching process, in order to make a fairer comparison between model and data results.
For a truly fair comparison between model and data results we have to call for an additional, second step: since the binary discrete random multiplicative branching process is organised hierarchically in one-dimensional space, the underlying ultrametric does not allow for spatially homogeneous observables right away. For example, the two-point correlations do not depend on their spatial distance, they depend on their common history through the cascade w x evolution, i.e. their ultrametric distance 13,14 . This w x point has been noted only recently 12,15,16 and, following the observational procedure of a real experiment, a simple scheme has been suggested, breaking the ultrametric hierarchy and restoring spatial homogeneity. It builds a long chain of independent cascade field realisations, each of length L, randomly places the observational interval of length h F r F L within this chain and samples over these random placings.
These two steps have been decisive for the correct w x interpretation 12,16 of the observed multiplier phew x nomenology 17,18 : the small-scale resummation of step one explains the scale-independent multiplier distributions as fixed-point distributions and step two is in charge for producing the correct correlations between multipliers. -Since the Kramers-Moyal Ž . coefficients 6 can be understood as moments of logarithmic multipliers, defined for an infinitesimal scale step, we might already begin to speculate here that steps one and two might also be in charge for Ž . Ž . turning the caterpillar 2 into the butterfly 7 .
We will now test this speculation by numerical simulation of the binary discrete random multiplicative branching process with the factorised splitting Ž . fectly in the scale range h < l F L. This is a necessary validation for this branching process to be w x Markovian 7 .
Without any loss of generality the Kramers-Moyal Ž . Ž . D y,l are of the order 10 and 10 , respecw x tively. Here we might evoke Pawulas theorem 7 to conclude that, after taking steps one and two into account, the binary discrete random multiplicative branching process of log-normal type appears as a scale-continuous Markovian Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process with Kramers-Moyal coefficients
This result is in nice qualitative agreement with the Ž . experimental observation 7 .
Ž . The result 9 has been obtained by taking both steps, one and two, of the metamorphosis into account.
Step one with its small-scale resummation is definitely responsible for the transition from the scale-discrete evolution of the bare field to the scale-continuous Markov description for the dressed field. What are then the implications of step two, i.e. the observational breaking of the ultrametric cascade hierarchy to restore spatial homogeneity? In order to clarify this point, we restrict the sampling of the Kramers-Moyal coefficients only to the hierarchical Ž . Table 1 b . The first coefficient, which we now denote with a tilde, is again found to be of the Ž1. Ž . Ž . form D y,l s g l y. Note however, that the drift coefficient g is negative and that its modulus is about a factor of 3-7 less when compared with g. This demonstrates that small-scale resummation alone already introduces a weak linear drift term, but observational breaking of the ultrametric hierarchy is We conclude: small-scale resummation and observational breaking of the ultrametric hierarchy initiate the Markovian metamorphosis of a discrete random multiplicative branching process as they turn the caterpillar, a discrete, Gaussian white-noise evolution in scale, into a butterfly, that is an effective scale-continuous Ornstein-Uhlenbeck description, the latter being in qualitative agreement with the experimental observations. At least on a qualitative level, there is no conflict between the experimentally observed energy cascade in fully developed turbulence and random multiplicative branching processes; this statement is further supported by recent w x work on multiplier distributions 12,16,19 . As a consequence of this agreement and the simplicity of the presented picture, one may expect the energy transport process through scales to be characterised much more simply than expected. -Several points have to be considered in order to possibly achieve an even better quantitative agreement between such model results and experimental observations: sensitivity on the generator of random multiplicative branching processes, i.e. on scale-discrete or scalecontinuous implementations and on the choice of splitting function, as well as on finite-size, large-scale and dissipative effects; work in these directions is in w x progress 20 . Also data results for larger Reynolds numbers would be highly appreciated. In view of the presented results for the energy cascade, an analogous interpretation of Markovian characteristics obw x served for turbulent velocity fields 21-25 appears likely, but needs to be confirmed.
